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On the Line 

 Alex Soques pushes open the door in the back of Uchiba and is immediately assailed 

with a wave of sound—the whirring of the dish pit down the hall, the clatter of tools against 

metal counters, the chatter of the pastry people as they get ready to leave and the front-of-house 

people as they trickle in. To Alex, though, this noise is nothing compared to how the kitchen 

will sound when the restaurant is officially open and service is in full swing. 

Alex strolls down the back hallway: past the tools on shelves, the door to the walk-in 

fridge and freezer, and the entrance to the dish pit, where she can see Alejandro already up to 

his elbows in suds. She walks through the cold side of the kitchen, where she waves at Anna in 

the pantry station, and into the hot side, where the fryers, range, and other hot equipment is 

kept. Steffen is already at the yak—short for yakitori, a Japanese wood-fired grill, although 

Uchiba’s is gas-powered—which is fired up and burning. So is the range—a large six-top 

stove—and the sally—a nickname for the Salamander brand of broiler, a type of open-air flame. 

The vent hood that runs the length of the hot side is letting out its familiar roar as its fans whir 

to dissipate heat and smoke. 

Alex can feel the heat already starting to make her sweat as she greets Steffen with her 

usual, “Hey, super-douche!” 

“Hey, Señor Douche,” Steffen replies, and Alex grins as she carefully sets down her roll 

of knives on the gleaming chrome countertop of her station. It’s 2 PM on a Wednesday 

afternoon, and she has a lot to do before the restaurant opens at 5 PM. After that, the next six 

hours will become a blur of chopping and frying and sweating and swearing, until the 
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restaurant closes and she can go home and sleep before waking up the next morning to do it all 

again. 

 

“You don’t get to complain about being tired!” my sister exclaims when I call her on a 

Sunday evening. “I came into work this morning hungover as fuck at 8:15, which is fifteen 

minutes late, and no one gave a shit—but you don’t get to complain!” 

“I know,” I say, smiling. My twenty-one-year-old sister Alex is a line cook at Uchiba, a 

high-end Japanese-fusion restaurant in Dallas, Texas. Due to the nature of the restaurant 

business, her hours are odd and long—although she normally works the dinner shift, she 

sometimes comes in to work brunch on the weekends, and these last few weeks she’s been 

scheduled extra hours. She’s talking to me in some of the little free time she can spare: in this 

case, on her drive home from work. 

My sister has always loved cooking. Even when we were younger, Alex would spend 

Mother’s Day mornings poring over a recipe and the stove as she made our mom a much more 

complex breakfast than one would normally expect from a thirteen-year-old. I was not trusted 

with the responsibility of cooking, and instead was relegated to chopping fruit and washing the 

dishes, which I was used to—it was the same way every time the two of us made food, even if it 

was just boxed mac n’ cheese. 

One Mother’s Day, Alex had found a new recipe she wanted to make—something like 

rice pudding, only with quinoa instead. I had my doubts, but didn’t voice them. Instead I 

washed the strawberries and retired to a corner of the kitchen to cut them. 
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No sooner had I sliced the first few than my sister appeared, like magic, over my 

shoulder, the boiling quinoa for the moment forgotten. “No, Bobbie,” she said, exasperation 

plain in her tone. “Don’t just chop them. Cut them so they look nice, like this—” She nudged me 

aside, plucked the strawberry and knife from my fingers, and expertly sliced the strawberry 

into an elegant fan. 

“You cut them, then,” I said, resigned. My mother and I had taken to calling Alex our 

own Rachel Ray. 

Alex scowled. “I have to do the quinoa! Just—fine. Cut them like you have been, but 

save a few for me to make pretty, okay?” 

“You’re the chef,” I said, and smirked as Alex rolled her eyes and went back to the stove. 

Alex completed a year-long culinary education program in 2017 and started working as 

a line cook soon after. When we were little, I always imagined my sister as a sous chef, the 

kitchen’s second-in-command, giving orders to a kitchen full of people. But she’s happy 

working on the line, getting to make food directly, even though it means spending—on a usual 

shift—ten or more hours in a hot, crowded, noisy kitchen. 

 

Alex’s day starts at noon, when she wakes up after arriving home early that same 

morning. She gets dressed in the standard Uchiba uniform: a chef’s coat embroidered with the 

Uchi logo, black pants, colorful socks, and Birkenstock chef shoes—black rubber slip-ons that 

everyone in the kitchen wears (except Steffen, who wears motorcycle boots). She ties a black 

apron on over the outfit and tucks her long blonde hair up under a baseball cap embroidered 

with the Uchi logo. 
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At the restaurant, after she puts her tools down at her station, Alex returns to the back 

hallway and goes into the walk-in to retrieve her proteins—shrimp for the ebi skewers, chicken 

for the chicken buns. Alex works the fryers, or “fry” for short, and spends the next hour or so 

prepping her station by filling the fryers with oil, chopping vegetables, and cutting and toasting 

buns in the sally. If she still has time before service, she helps her coworkers at their stations. 

“Everything’s hot,” Alex says, “the kitchen’s getting hot, and you’re getting psyched for work.” 

The kitchen is at its busiest mid-service, when the restaurant is officially open and 

serving the customers at the tables outside. Alex gets to work early—three hours before the 

restaurant opens—to prepare all the food she could possibly need for that day, and for the rest 

of the week, if she can. “The goal,” she says, “is to minimize the number of trips to the walk-in,” 

because that wastes precious time when there’s five tickets waiting for her and more on the 

way. 

 

While she works, Alex trades insults and jokes with the other cooks over the noise of the 

kitchen. There’s Steffen, her neighbor on the hot side; there’s Anna and Sarah, who work the 

cold side; and Chef Alex and Chef Yani. Chef Alex is the chef de cuisine or head chef, a big, 

bearded man with a thick Italian accent. Alex describes him as “a dad who cusses a lot… He 

looks stern, but he’s actually a big teddy bear.” 

Chef Yani is the sous chef. “He sounds like a stoner,” Alex says, “and he’s really kind. 

He gives great hugs.” Steffen? “He’s a douchebag. I mean, I like him, but he’s a douche.” 
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The insult carries little weight: in the kitchen, everyone calls each other names like 

“asshole” and “jackass.” Dick jokes are also popular. Once, Steffen dropped a small stick-like 

meatball on the ground, and Chef Alex commented quietly, “Oh no, Steffen’s wiener fell off.” 

“What, that’s it?” Alex asked. 

“Maybe even smaller,” Chef Alex replied, and Alex laughed. 

“What’s so funny?” asked Steffen, coming over, and both Alexes lost it. 

The kitchen staff see each other as a family: while they might yell and curse and make 

inappropriate jokes at each other, they all care for each other deeply. At around 3 PM, before the 

restaurant opens, the staff gather for a family meal—“We just call it family,” Alex says—made 

from whatever leftovers or scraps need to be gotten rid of. It’s not only a way to make sure 

everyone’s fed before service—when they’ll be too busy to eat—but also a way for them to bond 

beyond just working on the line. 

 

During service, the kitchen is a whirlwind of activity, noise, and heat. Alex is kept busy 

at her station, alternating between the fryers and the plating counter. The counter is on the 

opposite side of the kitchen from the fryers, which is to say, it’s a single long step between the 

two. 

The first word Alex uses to describe the kitchen is “claustrophobic.” “There’s a lot of 

people working at once,” she says. “There’s always people behind you. I don’t feel 

claustrophobic anymore, but for people who have never been in a kitchen…” She shows me 

how much space she has at her station—maybe three feet of floor between the fryers and 

plating counter. “Compared to other kitchens, I have a lot of space.” 
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The noise is overwhelming. The cooks don’t often talk, besides calling out tickets and 

“Behind you!” as they squeeze past each other’s stations. When they do chat, they can barely 

hear each other over the crackle of the fryers, the roar of the vent hood, the chatter of the front-

of-house people who hang around the kitchen, and the customers seated at the tables outside. 

“Tables—tables are fucking loud,” Alex says, annoyed. 

After “claustrophobic” and “loud,” the next way Alex describes the kitchen is “hot as 

fuck.” Fry is on the hot side of the kitchen, which is aptly named. Between the fryers, range, 

sally, and yak, it’s so hot that Alex says, “my asscrack sweats. Well, it’s not that my asscrack is 

sweating, it’s that there’s sweat dripping down my asscrack. Don’t put that in your essay!” 

“I’m going to put that in my essay,” I tell her, laughing. “I need to do an accurate 

depiction of kitchen life!” 

 “Ugh, fine,” she says, with an audible roll of her eyes. “Whatever.” 

 

Later that week, in a video call, I notice a new burn on her wrist, about the size of a 

quarter. The skin is raised, red, and shiny, and I blanch to see it, but Alex laughs it off. “Yeah, 

that one’s new,” she says, when I ask. “But right here—” she points to her other wrist, “—are 

two other burns. And right here is a sheet pan burn that’s finally starting to heal, thank god. 

Today a cutting board fell on my face. Also, I fucking stabbed myself with a cutting knife.” She 

shows me the cut, which is maybe a quarter-inch wide, on her palm just between two fingers. 

“It’s really annoying, it keeps opening.” 
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Because she works the fry station, Alex is always getting oil burns. I asked her, once, 

why she doesn’t wear gloves or protective gear, and she was almost offended. “That would just 

get in the way,” she said. “You get used to it.” 

The restaurant industry has some of the highest turnover rate in the country, and line 

cooks—good line cooks, ones with actual experience and culinary know-how—are always in 

demand. With the long hours, poor working conditions, relatively low pay, and rate of injury, 

it’s no wonder cooks are in short supply. Those who work in the restaurant industry do so 

because they love it—like my sister, who bears her injuries without complaint. “Whenever an 

old burn starts to heal, that’s about when you get a new one,” she says. “That’s just what it’s 

like.” 

 

When service is finally over, there’s still a lot to do. The restaurant officially closes at 11 

PM, but people can order food until 11:30 PM, which means Alex can be working up until 

midnight. Then, she and the rest of the staff still have to clean the kitchen. When I talk to Alex, 

this is the part of her day she dwells the most on. Unlike cooking, cleaning does not come to 

Alex without thinking, and there’s a million things to do. 

Alex empties out the fryers, puts away the food she didn’t use, hands off dishes to 

Alejandro in the dish pit, and wipes down her counter. A cleaning crew comes by after close, 

but the staff still has to sweep, mop, and scrub down the walk-in, and replace all the paper on 

the racks where food is kept. Alex is especially careful cleaning out the fryers—if she leaves any 

water behind, it will cause the oil to explode the next time she fills it. It’s a long, hard, slog, and 

she’s glad when it’s done. 
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“And then I go home,” Alex finishes. I know from past conversations with her that this 

is not strictly true—sometimes she’ll go out for drinks with friends from work, including Steffen 

and Sarah, unwinding after another long, grueling day. But some days, she’s so exhausted that 

it’s all she can do to drive home and fall into bed. 

When we’re at home, my sister has seemingly endless energy to the point of annoyance, 

but cooking on the line is so demanding that it tires even her out. She loves the work, though—

she couldn’t stop being a cook even if she tried. 

“Oh, sorry, I have to check on my boiling water,” I say as she stops talking. I check the 

back of the package of ravioli I’m cooking. “’A gentle boil’? I’d better turn it down—" 

“A gentle boil? That’s bullshit,” my sister says. “What are you cooking?” 

“Uh, pasta?” 

“Yeah, no. You wanna cook pasta at a rolling boil in water that tastes like the ocean. Did 

you add salt?” 

“I only added a pinch, you know, the palm of the hand—” 

“It needs to be as salty as the ocean,” Alex says firmly. “Okay, I’ve got to go, babe. Love 

you!” 

“I love you too,” I tell her with a smile. And after I set down the phone, I go to the 

pantry to add more salt to the water, just like my sister says. 


